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GRATITUDE TOWARDS TEACHERS
BY STUDENTS



English is the main language for 
communication, which unites and 

connects all.

Students  have a better understood 
about diverse subjects while studying 
English. Not only do they learn about  

literature, they also get a clear 
account of Science, Geography, Maths, 

Psychology, etc.

English is the main language for communication, which unites 
and connects all.

Students have a better understanding about diverse subjects 
while studying English. Not only do they learn about literature, 
they also get a clear account of Science, Geography, Maths, 

Psychology, etc.

The students understood the importance of language when 
they read the chapter 'The Last Lesson'. They could connect to 

human psychology while reading  'Deep Water'. Their 
Geography and History were strengthened when they read 
'Indigo' and faith in humanity was restored with 'The Enemy'



Physics  
• Teaching the concepts of Physics

Current Electricity, Semi-conductor ,

Quantization of charge , Refractive

index of glass prism , Bending of

light etc . was completely

experiential learning for teacher as

well as for students .

• Concepts of Physics , which

teacher has explained in the class

virtually or physically , were same

experienced experimentally in

physics laboratory .

• Explaining the concept of

Scattering and Refractive index,

students calculated minimum angle

of refraction for prism and students

understood

• Why the colour of the sky is

blue ?

• Twinkling of stars .

• Why traffic stop signal has red

colour ?



CHEMISTRY

• Chemistry teaches us
basics of life in everyday
life. It's knowledge in the
form of physical, inorganic
and organic chemistry
enables us to understand
different phenomenons in
everyday life. The student
cognitive, psychomotor and
effective domain were
involved when the different
stage were integrated with
Arts. This experiential
learning formed the basis
for better understanding and
grasping different subjects
and concepts.



.

Students learnt 

• to correlate the concepts 

taught in the classes with the 

practical applications of 

those concepts.

• continuity and 

differentiability of a function 

with the help of graph.

• various techniques of 

integration and apply them to 

definite and indefinite 

integrals.

• to represent vectors 

analytically and geometrically 

and compute dot and cross 

products for presentation of 

lines and planes.

• to solve system of linear 

equations with the help of 

matrix.  

• compute probabilities and 

conditional probabilities in 

appropriate ways.

mathematics 



BIOLOGY 

Education is an

enlightening experirence.

Biology involves making

observations, learning and

proving to learn more about

facts. Students prepared

models and carried out

projects. They learnt the

importance of Biology in

their day to day life.





Students learnt to make a
variety of delectable dishes. It
involved the different stages
observing, thinking, imaging,
exploring, experimenting,
creating and expressing.

HOME SCIENCE

DISHES MADE
BY STUDENTS

WORKING IN HOME 
SCIENCE LAB



PHYSICAL EDUCATION
The activities taken up taught the students how to reduce stress and anxiety, maintain a healthy lifestyle

and effectively improve memory and thereby retention.



The Offline PTM was
held on Saturday 6th
March to discuss the
result of offline
examinations. Different
slots were allotted
according to roll
numbers to maintain
social distancing and
safety of the paretns and
students.

OFFLINE PTM



CLASS XII (2020-2021)

I am really thankful to you all for supporting  the teachers 
and the organisation in such a scary pandemic situation.

BEST WISHES


